Report of the Southern Asia Division Biblical Research Committee to the TOSC
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Members: R John, President, SUD
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The Biblical Research Committee of Southern Asia took the time to read papers presented to the TOSC which they considered most important and representative from the areas Old Testament, the New Testament, theology, history and the Spirit of Prophecy, from both perspectives of the problem and discussed their strengths and weaknesses and came to the following conclusion:

1. We recognize that there is no direct teaching in the Scriptures or the Spirit of Prophecy that either prescribes or prohibits the ordination of women to the pastoral ministry.
2. In the absence of direct teaching in inspired writings we accept the authority of the church under the guidance of the Holy Spirit to take a decision.
3. If the world church takes a decision to allow certain areas of the world to ordain women to pastoral ministry, we would have no objection.

The BRC of SUD assumed that the Southern Asia Division would not be ready at this time to implement a decision like this.

The Division Executive Committee which met in November 2013 took the following action:

Resolved to record and give consent to the recommendations from the Division Biblical Research Committee after the brief summary presented by Gordon Christo, Secretary, SUD.